SJRC Sports Program Mission and Vision

**Mission:** The Mission of SJRC Sports Programs is to ensure a positive culture in which coaches and parents work together to develop positive character values that student athletes will carry with them throughout their lives.

**Vision:** The SJRC Vision for the student-athlete and associated programs is to provide a high-quality experience for all involved in student-athletics. This includes an experience where coaches, parents, supporters and student-athletes demonstrate and encourage:

- Others to be courageous, responsible, unselfish and Christ-like
- Are coached using the principles of Positive Coaching
- Have fun at practices and games
- Feels like an important part of the team regardless of performance
- Learns “life lessons” that have value beyond the playing field such as teamwork, sportsmanship, winning and losing graciously with integrity
- Always “Honors the Game”!
- Learns the skills, tactics and strategies of the game and improves as a player year after year